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Crystal Structure of the Signal Sequence Binding
Subunit of the Signal Recognition Particle

sequence and functional conservationwith their eukary-
otic counterparts, SRP54, SRP RNA, and the SRP re-
ceptor. Ffh is essential for viability of Escherichia coli
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dependent cotranslational targeting pathway blocks theSchool of Medicine
University of California insertion of a subset of E. coli inner membrane proteins

(Ulbrandt et al., 1997). Ffh can be cross-linked to signalSan Francisco, California 94143-0448
sequences in crude E. coli extracts (Luirink et al., 1992;
Valent et al., 1995) and substitutes for the signal se-
quence binding activity of SRP54 when reconstituted

Summary into a chimeric particle in mammalian translation ex-
tracts (Bernstein et al., 1993). During targeting, the Ffh-

The crystal structure of the signal sequence binding 4.5S RNA complex binds tightly to FtsY in a GTP-depen-
subunit of the signal recognition particle (SRP) from dent manner, resulting in the reciprocal stimulation of
Thermus aquaticus reveals a deepgroove bounded by GTP hydrolysis by Ffh and FtsY (Miller et al., 1994; Pow-
a flexible loop and lined with side chains of conserved ers and Walter, 1995).
hydrophobic residues. The groove defines a flexible, SRP54/Ffh is comprised of three domains, termed N,
hydrophobic environment that is likely to contribute G, and M. The amino-terminal N domain is a four-helix
to the structural plasticity necessary for SRP to bind bundle that is closely associated with the G domain, a
signal sequences of different lengths and amino acid Ras-like GTPase with an additional subdomain unique
sequence. The structure also reveals a helix-turn-helix to the SRP family of GTPases (Freymann et al., 1997).
motif containing an arginine-rich a helix that is re- Structurally related N and G domains are also present
quired for binding to SRP RNA and is implicated in in the SRP receptor (Montoya et al., 1997). The N and
forming the core of an extended RNA binding surface. G domains mediate the interaction of SRP with the SRP

receptor (Zopf et al., 1993). The carboxyl-terminal M
domain contains the SRP RNA-binding site and is re-

Introduction quired for binding to signal sequences (Römisch et al.,
1990; Zopf et al., 1990; Lütcke et al., 1992).

The signal recognition particle (SRP) is a ribonucleopro- A central unanswered question is how the hydropho-
tein complex that mediates the cotranslational targeting bic signal sequence of the nascent chain is bound by
of nascent secretory and membrane proteins to the en- SRP. Signal sequences that target proteins for secretion
doplasmic reticulum (Walter and Johnson, 1994; Rapo- or membrane integration differ widely in length and in
port et al., 1996). Signal sequences that emerge from amino acid sequence and are remarkably tolerant of
the ribosome as part of the nascent chain are bound amino acid substitutions, so long as their hydrophobic
by the 54 kDa subunit of the SRP (SRP54), creating character is retained (von Heijne, 1985; Valent et al.,
a cytosolic targeting complex that is directed to the 1995; Zheng and Gierasch, 1996). Thus, SRP54/Ffh en-
endoplasmic reticulum membrane via an interaction codes specificity for a wide variety of signal sequences.
with the SRP receptor (Gilmore et al., 1982a, 1982b; Conceptually similar issues arise in other intracellular
Meyer et al., 1982). GTP binding to SRP and to the protein sorting events, such as protein sorting to mito-
SRP receptor stabilizes the SRP-SRP receptor complex chondria, in which sorting signals are specifically recog-
(Bacher et al., 1996; Rapiejko and Gilmore, 1997) and nized by their cognate receptors yet share no defined
leads to dissociation of SRP from the nascent chain and sequence conservation.
the ribosome (Connolly and Gilmore, 1989). Subse- To understand the structural basisof SRP54/Ffh func-
quently, translation resumes, and the nascent chain is tion, we determined the crystal structure of Ffh from the
directed into or across the membrane by the protein thermophilic bacterium, Thermus aquaticus. The struc-
translocation machinery of the cell. Upon hydrolysis of ture provides insight into the mechanism of signal se-
GTPby theSRP-SRP receptor complex, SRP is released quence binding by SRP and into the nature of the inter-
from the receptor to initiate a new round of targeting action of SRP54/Ffh with SRP RNA.
(Connolly et al., 1991).
The mechanism of cotranslational targeting to the en- Resultsdoplasmic reticulum membrane of eukaryotes and to

the plasma membrane of prokaryotes is evolutionarily Structure Solution and Refinementconserved. Components of the prokaryotic cotransla- RecombinantT. aquaticusFfh (residues 1–425)was puri-tional targeting pathway, Ffh, 4.5S RNA, and FtsY, share fied from E. coli and crystallized in three different space
groups in the presence of different detergents. These
three crystal forms share a trimeric packing arrange-‡To whom correspondence should be addressed. ment. The tetragonal crystal (space group P41212, Table§Present address: Department ofMolecular Pharmacology and Bio-
1) was solved initially by isomorphous replacement us-logical Chemistry, Northwestern University Medical School, Chi-

cago, Illinois 60611. ing mercury and selenomethionine derivatives, phase
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Table 1. Summary of Crystallographic Statistics

Data Collection

Native HgCH3 SeMet Native

Data set Tetragonala Tetragonal Tetragonal Rhombohedral
Beamline SSRL 7-1 CHESS A1 SSRL 7-1 CHESS F1
Detector Mar30cm IP Princeton 1K CCD Mar30cm IP Princeton 2K CCD
Wavelength (Å) 1.08 0.910 1.08 0.928
Space group P41212 P41212 P41212 R32
Resolution (Å) 3.2 3.8 3.4 3.2
Observations 216,587 89,883 83,109 105,880
Unique 27,678 14,259 19,813 34,343
Completeness (%) 99.6 82.9 83.5 84.5
Rsym (%)b 7.0 8.1 7.1 6.4
Average I/sI 17.7 13.9 12.6 10.8

MIR Analysis (Tetragonal)

Data set HgCH3 SeMet
Resolution cutoff (Å) 4.0 3.6
No. of sites 3 27
Phasing power (MLPHARE)c 0.72 1.02
Rcullis

d 0.84 0.74
Overall figure of merit to 4.0 Å 5 0.36

Refinement Statistics (Rhombohedral)

No. of reflections, F . sF (working/test) 30,645/1,569
No. of non-hydrogen atoms 9,383
Resolution (Å) 20.0–3.2
Rcryst/Rfree (%)e 24.5/27.1
Average B factor (Å2) 82.2
a The tetragonal crystal form diffracts anisotropically beyond z3.4 Å; reflections are observed to z2.9 Å.
b Rsym 5 S i|Ii 2 ,Ii.|/SiIi, where ,Ii. is the average intensity over symmetry equivalents.
c Phasing power 5 ,Fh./,E., where ,Fh. is the rms of the heavy-atom structure factor amplitude and ,E. is the rms lack of closure error.
d Rcullis 5 S|Fph 6 Fp| 2 |Fh(calc)|/S|Fph 6 Fp| for centric reflections.
e Rcryst 5 S|Fo 2 Fc|/SFo. Rfree was calculated for a subset of reflections (z5%) omitted from the refinement.

combination using the previously determined structure by molecular replacement using the partial Ffh trimer
from the tetragonal crystal as a search model.of the N and G domains (Freymann et al., 1997), and

3-fold noncrystallographic symmetry averaging. Due to Unambiguous density for the N and G domains and
continuous density for the M domain were obtained inanisotropic diffraction from these crystals, only a par-

tial model of the M domain was built into the resulting 3-fold averaged electron density maps calculated using
data from the rhombohedral crystal form (Figure 1). Theelectron density. Subsequently, rhombohedral crystals

(space group R32, Table 1) were obtained and solved entire M domain structure was determined and then

Figure 1. Stereo View of Electron Density in the M Domain
The electron density map, calculated at 3.2 Å resolution and contoured at 1s, was obtained after 10 cycles of 3-fold NCS averaging in the
rhombohedral dataset, starting with phases from the refined model of Ffh. The side chains of Leu-322, Ile-365, Met-369, and Phe-406 form
part of the conserved hydrophobic core of the M domain. Leu-320, Phe-325, Leu-326, Met-329, Leu-362, Phe-402, and Met-409 contribute
to the hydrophobic groove. Experimentally determined selenomethionine positions are observed for Met-329, Met-369, and Met-409 in the
tetragonal crystal form.
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Figure 3. Structure of the M Domain
Ribbon representation of the M domain, colored blue to red from
the N to the C terminus. Hydrophobic residues lining the proposed
signal sequence binding groove are contributed from helix aM1, the
flexible finger loop, helix aM2, and helix aM4. The highly conserved
SRP RNA-binding motif is centered around helix aM3. Seven resi-Figure 2. The Ffh Trimer Forming the Asymmetric Unit of the Rhom-
dues at the extreme C terminus of the M domain cannot be seenbohedral and Tetragonal Crystal Forms
in the electron density map and are probably disordered.The N and G domains from one monomer are highlighted in blue,

with its C-terminal helix, aH1, colored magenta. The N and G do-
mains from the other two monomers are shown in gray, and the

structure of a proteolytically generated NG fragmentthree M domains are shaded green. An 11-residue peptide that links
(Freymann et al., 1997). However, there is anz88 changethe C terminus of the G domain (red circles) to the N terminus of

the M domain (red crosses) is disordered; thus, the topological in the disposition of the N domain relative to the G
arrangementof Mwith respect to the N andGdomains is ambiguous domain. A similar domain motion is observed between
in the crystal. the GDP-bound form and the apo form of the NG frag-
The M domain forms loose contacts with the N domain from one ment and may be functionally significant (D. M. F. et al.,molecule and the G domain from another, in the crystal. One of

unpublished data).these contacts occursclose to theGTP-binding site of theG domain
(possibly linking the signal sequence binding and GTPase functions
of Ffh) and simultaneously places the M domain close to the con- Structure of the M Domain
served ALLEADV sequence of the N domain, which has been pro- TheMdomain consists of four amphipathic helicesorga-
posed to promote efficient signal sequence recognition (Newitt and nized around a small hydrophobic core (Figure 3). Two
Bernstein, 1997). A second contact occurs at the distal end of the antiparallel helices, aM1 and aM2, form the base of aN domain four-helix bundle. Given that the observed M domain

deep groove that is bounded on one end by a 19-residuecontacts bury relatively little surface area and do not involve con-
loop that connects aM1 to aM2 (the “finger loop”) andserved amino acids, they may not represent functional interactions.
on the other end, by helix aM4, which crosses aM1
and aM2 almost perpendicularly near the center of the
domain. On the surface of the domain distal to the fingerconfirmed by the location of three experimentally ob-

served selenium sites in the M domain of the tetragonal loop, helix aM3 is packed tightly against the conserved
hydrophobic core of theM domain. The core is themostcrystal form. The structure was refined with noncrys-

tallographic symmetry restraints to a crystallographic R ordered region of the M domain and serves to organize
two key functional surfaces of the domain, a hydropho-factor of 24.5% (Rfree 5 27.1%) at 3.2 Å resolution. All

amino acids except for 11 in the linker region between bic groove that is implicated in signal sequence binding
and an arginine-rich motif that is required for binding tothe G and M domains and 7 amino acids at the extreme

C terminus of the M domain are defined by the electron SRP RNA.
density; thus, the refined structure of Ffh includes resi-
dues 1–307 and 319–418. The Hydrophobic Groove

The most prominent structural feature of the M domain
is the deep groove formed by helices aM1, aM2, aM4,Overall Structure of Ffh

The crystal structure of T. aquaticus Ffh reveals a three- and the finger loop. The groove is approximately 25
Å long, 15 Å wide, and 12 Å deep and is compriseddomain protein. Extending from the C terminus of the

Gdomain is a short helix (aH1), followed by an 11-amino- almost exclusively of hydrophobic amino acids (Figure
4, green and yellow). In total, 11 leucines, 3 phenylala-acid flexible linker that tethers theMdomain to the Nand

G domains. Consistent with the observed proteolytic nines, 3 methionines, 2 valines, and 2 isoleucines con-
tribute to a hydrophobic surface area within the groovesusceptibility of the linker peptide in solution (Römisch

et al., 1990; Zopf et al., 1990), electron density for this of more than 1487 Å2. This comprises greater than 20%
of the total surface area of the M domain. The size ofregion is weak, and we cannot determine which G do-

main is covalently attached to the M domain in the tri- the groove and the conserved hydrophobic character
of theamino acid side chainsthat line it (Figure 5, shadedmeric arrangement of the crystal (Figure 2). The struc-

tures of the N and G domains in the intact Ffh are gray) suggest that the groove forms the signal sequence
binding pocket of SRP.essentially the same as in the previously determined
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Figure 4. The Hydrophobic Groove of the M Domain
Stereo view of a molecular surface representation of the proposed signal sequence binding groove of Ffh. The top view corresponds closely
to the orientation in Figure 3; the bottom view is rotated 908 about the horizontal axis with respect to the orientation in the top view. Hydrophobic
residues (Met, Leu, Ile, Val, and Phe) in the T. aquaticus M domain are colored (green and yellow). A total of 14 positions that correspond to
methionine in the sequence of E. coli Ffh are colored yellow. Of these, 11 are positioned to line the proposed signal sequence binding groove
of Ffh. Six additional methionine residues are located at the extreme C terminus of E. coli Ffh and cannot be modeled in the T. aquaticus
structure. Note the asymmetric distribution of hydrophobic residues in the groove.

In contrast to the relatively rigid helices aM1, aM2, Ffh in the absence of signal sequences and for SRP to
and aM4 that flank the hydrophobic groove, the con- remain functional in vitro (Walter and Blobel, 1980).
served, 19-amino-acid finger loop motif (residues 337–
355) is flexible. The loop forms an extended structure

The Arginine-Rich, Helix-Turn-Helix Motifthat contributes conserved hydrophobic side chains to TheM domain mediates the high affinity, high specificitythe interior surface of the groove. Gly-336–Pro-337 at the
interaction of SRP54/Ffh with SRP RNA. Deletion mu-aM1-finger loop junction and Pro-346–Gly-347 at the tip
tants constructed in Bacillus subtilis Ffh indicate thatof the loop are highly conserved (Figure 5) and flank a
the equivalent region from aM2 to aM4 in T. aquaticusshort stretch of residues that loosely adopt an a-helical
Ffh (residues Lys-353–Leu-416) is sufficient for specificconformation. The backbone flexibility of the finger loop
binding of SRP RNA (Kurita et al., 1996). This region ofis underlined by the fact that residues 352–354 inmono-
the M domain contains a helix-turn-helix (HTH) motifmer C lie in a different conformation than those inmono-
that is structurally similar to those found in HTH DNA-mers A or B in the trimeric arrangement of the crystal.
bindingproteins (Steitz et al., 1982). Thea-carbon atomsThe loop adopts yet a third conformation in a cubic
of the 21 residues comprising the HTHmotif in Ffh (fromcrystal form. The implied flexibility of the finger loop is
aM3 to aM4; residues 384–404) superimpose on thelikely to be important for signal sequence binding (see
HTH motif of the lac repressor (Chuprina et al., 1993;Discussion).
Lewis et al., 1996) with an rms deviation of 0.55 Å (FigureIn the crystal, pairs of M domains interlock such that
7A). Residues contributing to the compact hydrophobicthe hydrophobic finger loop of one M domain (Figure 6,
core, including Ile-365 andMet-369 from helix aM2, Ile-magenta) inserts into thehydrophobic groove of another
388 from helix aM3, and Val-399 and Ile-403 from helix(Figure 6, white). As a monomer in solution, this open
aM4, serve to orient the HTH motif and are conservedconformation of the finger loop would expose the hy-
in the M domain sequence. Gly-393, located at the startdrophobic groove to solvent. Thus, the large hydropho-
of the turn between helices aM3 and aM4, is also con-bic surface area of the groove may explain why deter-

gent is required to obtain well diffracting crystals of served in the M domain sequence. A similar pattern of
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Figure 5. Sequence Alignment of the M Domain
Methionine residues are colored red. Conserved residues in the T. aquaticus Ffh crystal structure that line the hydrophobic groove are shaded
gray; conserved residues in the SRP RNA-binding motif are shaded blue. The most conserved residues in the M domain are indicated with
black triangles. Secondary structural elements and residue numbering based on the T. aquaticus sequence are shown above the aligned
sequences. Sequenceswere obtained from the SWISS-PROT databaseand correspond to T. aquaticus (O07347), E. coli (P07019), Haemophilus
influenza (P44518), Mycoplasma mycoides (Q01442), B. subtilis (P37195), Methanococcus jannaschii (Q57565), Saccharomyces cerevisiae
(P20424), Schizosaccharomyces pombe (P21565), Lycopersicon esculentum (tomato, P49971), and Homo sapiens (P13624).

conserved hydrophobic and glycine residues is charac- Cross-linking and functional studies have shown that
the M domain of SRP54 contains the signal sequenceteristic of the HTH sequence motif (Harrison and Aggar-

wal, 1990). binding site in SRP (Römisch et al., 1990; Zopf et al.,
1990; Lütcke et al., 1992). The deep hydrophobic grooveThe M domain HTH motif contains a conserved, posi-

tively charged sequence, 384RRKRIAKGSGTSVQEV399 in the M domain is likely to provide this functionality.
This assignment is consistent with mutational analyses(Althoff et al., 1994) (Figure 5, shaded blue). Mutational

analysis indicates that Arg-384, Arg-387, and Lys-390 in which deletion of a portion of B. subtilis Ffh, including
aM1 and the majority of the finger loop, abolishes theare essential for high affinity binding to SRP RNA (Kurita

et al., 1996). These residues, along withbasic residues at ability of the protein to bind presecretory proteins (but
not the ability to bind SRP RNA) in vitro (Takamatsu etpositions 385, 386, and 390, contribute to the positively

charged RNA binding surface of the domain. Gly-391 al., 1997).
A striking feature of the M domain is its unusuallyand Gly-393 of the conserved GSG sequence are also

essential for binding to SRP RNA (Kurita et al., 1996). high content of methionine residues, a feature that is
phylogenetically conserved from bacterial to mamma-In E. coliwhere Ser-392 is substituted by cysteine, bind-

ing of Ffh to SRP RNA protects this cysteine residue lian SRP (Bernstein et al., 1989) (Figure 5, red). The
hydrophobic methionine side chain is flexible, both be-from chemical modification and, conversely, its alkyl-

ation impairs RNA binding (P. Peluso and P. W., unpub- cause it is unbranched and because of the unique con-
formational properties of the thioether linkage (Gellman,lished results). These experimentally defined SRP RNA

binding determinants are located on the side of the M 1991). Combined with secondary structure predictions,
these observations led to the proposal that methioninedomain opposite the hydrophobic groove and are cen-

tered on the first helix of the HTH motif, aM3 (residues and other conserved hydrophobic residues in the M
domain are arranged along amphipathic helices such382–392; Figure 7B).
that their flexible side chains form “bristles” lining a
hydrophobic groove with sufficient plasticity to accom-Discussion
modate a variety of signal sequences (Bernstein et al.,
1989). In T. aquaticus, however,many of themethioninesImplications of the Structure for Signal

Sequence–M Domain Interaction whose abundance characterizes the M domains of me-
sophilic organisms are replaced by less flexible leucine,The crystal structure of Ffh provides insight into the

mechanism of signal sequence recognition by SRP. valine, and phenylalanine residues (Figure 5). This may
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peptides are conformationally dynamic,with a tendency
to adopt an a-helical conformation in nonpolar environ-
ments (Gierasch, 1989; McKnight et al., 1989). The di-
mensions of the hydrophobic groove are sufficient to
accommodate z20 amino acids in an a-helical confor-
mation or z16 amino acids in a fully extended b-hairpin
conformation. In either conformation, binding to the M
domain groove would expose one surface of the hy-
drophobic core of the signal sequence. The finger loop
and a hydrophobic patch on the surface of the N or G
domains are plausible candidates for a complementary
hydrophobic region that could rearrange to cover this
surface. The short stretches of polar residues that flank
the core of signal sequences could be accommodated
outside of the hydrophobic groove.
The C terminus of the M domain is variable in length,

extending beyond helix aM4 for as few as z12 residues
in T. aquaticus and for more thanz100 residues in some
eukaryotes (Figure 5, lower block of sequences). The
significance of this region for signal sequence recogni-
tion is suggested by its proximity to the proposed signal

Figure 6. The Hydrophobic Groove of the M Domain Is Not Empty sequence binding groove (Figure 3) and by the contin-in the Crystal ued abundance of methionine residues (Figure 5). Dele-
The flexible finger loop of oneMdomain (magenta; residues 337–355 tionof 42amino acids from the C terminus ofmammalianshown) inserts into the proposed signal sequence binding groove SRP54 prevents cross-linking to signal sequences in vitroof another M domain (white, molecular surface representation),

(Lütcke et al., 1992). By providing additional hydropho-forming a hydrophobic cavity in the center of the groove that may
contain detergent from the crystallization solution. This protein– bic surface area adjacent to the groove, the C-terminal
protein interaction may represent an example of the extent to which extensions present in higher organisms may increase
the M domain has evolved to accommodate a wide variety of hy- the hydrophobic surface area available to facilitate bind-
drophobic sequences. ing of signal sequences or to increase the repertoire of

sequences that can be recognized by SRP.
In the absence of SRP RNA, the E. coli M domainrepresent an adaptation of the protein sequence to the

takes on properties of the molten globule state (Zhengorganism’s habitat at 758C, a temperature at which ther- and Gierasch, 1997). In the crystal structure, the M do-mal motion alone contributes substantially to side chain main is less ordered than the N and G domains. Theflexibility. Nevertheless, the positions of a total of 14 small hydrophobic core of the M domain is consistentmethionine residues located within the E. coliM domain with this mobility. A similar situation is encountered incan be inferred based on the T. aquaticus Ffh crystal the case of the 43-amino-acidHTH DNA-bindingdomainstructure and sequence alignment (Figure 5). Of these of gd resolvase, which is flexible in the absence of its14 residues, 11 line the hydrophobic groove (Figure 4, DNA substrate (Yang and Steitz, 1995). The flexibilityyellow), with themajority mapping onto the hydrophobic of the M domain may explain the notable difficulty infaces of a helices. Thus, a hydrophobic groove lined obtaining crystal or NMR structures of apo-SRP54/Ffh
with the side chains of flexible amino acids is a con- from mesophilic organisms.
served feature of theMdomain and is likely to contribute Interesting parallels in macromolecular recognitionto the ability of Ffh to bind different signal sequences. may be drawn between binding of signal sequences by
The conformational variability observed in the finger Ffh and the interaction of calmodulin (CaM) with its tar-

loop of Ffh suggests that it has a role in the mechanism get proteins, both in terms of intrinsic flexibility and the
of binding and release of signal sequences. The finger structure of the interacting surfaces. CaM activates a
loop may convert between open and closed conforma- variety of enzymes and proteins by binding to short
tions to compensate for the hydrophobic signal se- sequences that, like the hydrophobic signal sequences
quence when the binding site is unoccupied, possibly recognized by SRP, share no obvious amino acid se-
folding back into the groove that, in the Ffh crystal, is quence homology. CaM has a dumbbell shaped struc-
filled with the finger loop of an adjacent M domain. ture in which two globular domains are connected by a
The backbone dynamics of the finger loop may also flexible linker (Babu et al., 1988). Upon binding to pro-
contribute to the plasticity necessary for SRP to bind tein substrates, this linker undergoes a conformational
different signal sequences. change that brings the globular domains of CaM to-
The proposed signal sequence binding groove of Ffh gether, engulfing the ligand in a hydrophobic tunnel

is of sufficient size and hydrophobicity to accommodate (Ikura et al., 1992; Meador et al., 1992). Extensive hy-
signal sequences of different lengths and sequence. drophobic contacts formed between CaM and its ligand
Signal sequences are typically between 20 and 30 resi- aremediated bymethionine side chains that are thought
dues in length and are characterized by a central hy- to confer plasticity to the binding site. In addition, flexi-
drophobic core of approximately 10 to 15 residues bility of the linker peptide is thought to increase the
flanked on either side by short stretches of polar resi- promiscuity of CaM by allowing the two globular do-

mains to adjust their orientation in response to differentdues (von Heijne and Abrahmsen, 1989). Isolated signal
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Figure 7. The Arginine-Rich, Helix-Turn-Helix Motif of the M Domain
(A) Stereo view of the HTH motif (aM3 to aM4) and a third helix (aM2) of the M domain (green) superimposed onto the corresponding region
from the lac repressor (blue) (Chuprina et al., 1993). The least-squares overlapof a carbonswas performed usingLSQMAN (Kleywegt and Jones,
1994b). Conserved residues contributing to the compact hydrophobic core of the lac repressor are indicated, along with their counterparts in
the M domain. Helix aM4 extends beyond helix a2 of the lac repressor by z3 additional turns and contains basic residues at an extended C
terminus; these characteristics are similar to the recognition helix of homeodomain DNA-binding proteins (Gehring et al., 1994).
(B) Stereo view of the conserved SRP RNA-binding motif of Ffh. This view is rotated z908 about the vertical axis with respect to the orientation
in Figure 7A. Positively charged side chains located in helix aM3 are likely to mediate the specific interaction of the M domain with SRP RNA.
Arg-387 and Arg-361 form well-ordered salt bridges with the conserved residues Glu-373 and Glu-398, respectively.

ligands (Meador et al., 1993). In the case of SRP, the M binding is mediated by the second helix of themotif (the
classical “recognition” helix) that inserts into the majordomainby itself is sufficient for signal sequencebinding;

however, additional contacts with the N and G domains groove of the DNA (Brennan, 1992). This suggests that
Ffh and HTH DNA-binding proteins use distinct surfacesmay also be involved (Zopf et al., 1993; Newitt and Bern-

stein, 1997; Zheng and Gierasch, 1997). Flexibility of the of the conserved HTH structural motif as the primary
nucleic acid interaction site.linker region may allow Ffh to adjust the orientation of

the M domain relative to the N and G domains, so that The Ffh-binding site on SRP RNA contains a con-
served hairpinmotif (termeddomain IV) defined by threepeptides of different lengths and sequences can be ac-

commodated. short double helices linked by one symmetric and one
asymmetric internal loop (Poritz et al., 1988) (Figure 8A).
Nucleotides in these loops are protected from chemicalImplications of the Structure for SRP

RNA–M Domain Interaction and enzymatic modificationby contact withFfh (Lentzen
et al., 1996). Preliminary NMR assignments of domainSequence conservation (Althoff et al., 1994) combined

with mutational and biochemical analysis (Kurita et al., IV of SRP RNA indicate that these conserved loops dis-
tort the A-form helix (Schmitz et al., 1996) (Behrens et1996) of theM domain implicate residues within the first

helix of the HTH motif, the arginine-rich helix aM3, in al., unpublished results). In the case of another RNA-
binding protein, HIV-1 Rev, binding to its cognate RNAbinding to SRP RNA. The location of these RNA binding

determinants contrasts with the primary interaction of is achieved by insertion of a basica helix into a widened
major groove (Battiste et al., 1996; Ye et al., 1996). TheHTHDNA-binding proteinswith their target DNAs,where
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Figure 8. Implications for theMDomain–SRP
RNA Interface
(A) The domain IV motif of SRP RNA from
Thermus thermophilus. The conserved hair-
pin motif contains a symmetric (SL) and an
asymmetric internal loop (AL) that are impor-
tant for binding to SRP54/Ffh. Phylogeneti-
cally conserved nucleotides within the inter-
nal loops are highlighted in orange.
(B) Surface representation of the M domain
colored according to local electrostatic sur-
face potential (blue, positive; red, negative),
calculated using GRASP (Nicholls, 1992). The
positive charge character of the domain is
centered around helix aM3 (indicated by an
asterisk) and extends outward to include part
of aM2, the aM2-aM3 loop, aM4, and the C
terminus. In particular, the positive charges
of Lys-357 and Arg-361 in aM2 are con-
served, as is theoverall basic charge distribu-
tion in the C terminus of the domain. SRP
RNA may interact with a significant portion
of the M domain.

primary interaction between theMdomain and SRPRNA RNA, which in turn could affect interaction with the N
and Gdomains and/or with other SRP ligands, includingmay alsooccur via insertion of helix aM3 into a distorted

groove of SRP RNA. the ribosome and the SRP receptor.
The structural context of the SRP RNA-binding motif

Experimental Proceduresin the M domain may be critical to stabilize helix aM3
and to provide an additional RNA binding surface, since

Protein Expression and Purificationa peptide spanning the arginine-rich motif (correspond-
A recombinant construct corresponding to residues 1–425 of Ffhing to Arg-378–Arg-401 in T. aquaticus) derived from B. from T. aquaticus was expressed in E. coli from a pET3c derivative

subtilis Ffh is, by itself, insufficient for RNA binding (Ku- in a BL21(DE3)/pLysE strain. Ten to fifteen milligrams of .98% pure
rita et al., 1996). In this light, it is intriguing to note that protein were obtained from a liter of culture after purification using

cation exchangechromatography and 708C heat treatment. A seriesthe positively chargedsurface potential of theM domain
of cysteine mutants of Ffh were expressed and purified similarly.extends outward from aM3 to include aM2, the aM2-
Selenomethionyl Ffh was prepared following the procedure of VanaM3 loop region, aM4, and the C terminus (Figure 8B).
Duyne et al. (1993) and purified in the same manner as the wild-Similarly, in HTH DNA-binding proteins the protein– type protein.

nucleic acid binding surface is not restricted to the
recognition helix (Rooman andWintjens, 1996). Binding Crystallization

Three different crystal forms of Ffh were obtained at room tempera-to SRP RNA stabilizes the M domain, suggesting for-
ture using hanging drop vapor diffusion with a 20mg/ml Ffh solutionmation of an extensive molecular interface (Zheng and
in 5 mM HEPES (pH 7.5). Tetragonal crystals were grown over reser-Gierasch, 1997). Enzymatic and chemical modification
voir solutions containing 1.2 M NaOAc, 0.1 M Tris (pH 8.5), 130 mM(Lentzen et al., 1996) and preliminary NMR assignments CdSO4, and 2 mM cetyl trimethylammoniumbromide. They belong

(Behrens et al., unpublished results) indicate that the to space group P41212 with a 5 130.6 Å, c 5 190.4 Å and contain
conserved asymmetric loop of domain IV induces a sub- z55% solvent with threemolecules in the asymmetric unit (asdeter-

mined by Ficoll density gradient measurements). Cubic crystalsstantial bend in SRP RNA. Together, these observations
were grown over reservoir solutions containing 1.2 MNaOAc, 0.1 Msuggest that SRP RNA attaches to the M domain by
Tris (pH 8.5), 150 mM CdSO4, and 2 mM Zwittergent 3-12. Theyinteraction with the conserved, arginine-rich helix aM3
belong to space group P4132 with a 5 155.6 Å and contain z60%and wraps around a significant portion of theM domain. solvent with a single molecule of Ffh in the asymmetric unit. Rhom-

SRP responds to signal sequence binding and GTP bohedral crystals were grown over reservoir solutions containing
occupancy by undergoing conformational changes that 1.2M NaOAc, 0.1M Tris (pH 8.5), 120mM CdSO4, and 20 mM lithium

dodecyl sulfate. They belong to space group R32, with a 5 158.9 Åultimately coordinate the steps required for accurate
and a 5 75.88, and contain z65% solvent, with three molecules inprotein targeting to the translocation apparatus located
the asymmetric unit. The trimeric packing arrangement common toin the membrane. SRP RNA plays a central role in this
these three crystal forms of apo-Ffh does not reflect a physiologi-process, as underlined by its evolutionary conservation. cally important interaction, as there is no evidence for oligomeriza-

Indeed, SRP RNA stimulates the interaction of Ffh with tion of Ffh either in vitro or in vivo. Tetragonal crystals of an A203C
the SRP receptor, FtsY (Miller et al., 1994), and there is mutant prederivatized with methyl-mercury nitrate and of seleno-

methionyl Ffh were obtained under conditions similar to those usedevidence suggesting that SRPRNA facilitates communi-
for wild-type protein.cation of theMdomain with the Nand Gdomains (Zheng

and Gierasch, 1997). The structural juxtaposition of the
Data Collection and Processingproposed signal sequence and SRP RNA-binding sites All three crystal formsof Ffh diffractedweakly using laboratory X-rayin the M domain suggests that changes in signal se- sources; thus, data were collected at synchrotron X-ray sources

quence occupancy could lead to conformational changes from single crystals flash-frozen in a nitrogen stream at 21708C
(summarized in Table 1). The cryoprotectant solution contained 1.5in the M domain that are communicated to the SRP
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